Retinal toxicity of intravitreal tenecteplase in the rabbit
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Aim: To investigate the retinal toxicity of intravitreal injection of a novel fibrinolytic tenecteplase in rabbit eyes.

Methods: Tenecteplase (25–350 μg in 0.1 ml BSS) was injected into the vitreous cavity of normal rabbit eyes. Control (fellow) eyes received 0.1 ml of BSS. One day, 1 week, and 2 months post-injection, the eyes were examined by slit lamp biomicroscopy, indirect ophthalmoscopy, and electroretinography, and then harvested for histopathological examination.

Results: No evidence of retinal toxicity was seen with tenecteplase doses up to and including 50 μg. At a dose of 150 μg ophthalmoscopy was normal, but histology showed mild retinal damage in the inner nuclear layer and electroretinography showed a temporary reduction in B-wave amplitude. At doses of 200 μg and above, there was evidence of retinal toxicity on ophthalmoscopy, ophthalmoscopy, and histology. Ophthalmoscopic findings included vitreal fibrosis, retinal necrosis and tractional retinal detachment and light microscopy revealed necrosis of retinal pigment epithelium and other retinal layers. Damage was centered around the injection site but was more widespread with the higher doses.

Conclusion: A dose of 50 μg tenecteplase appears safe for intravitreal injection in the rabbit. Tenecteplase could have potential applications in the treatment of submacular haemorrhage and retinal vein occlusion.

Surgery

The rabbits were anaesthetised using an intramuscular combination of ketamine hydrochloride (35–50 mg/kg) and xylazine hydrochloride (3–5 mg/kg). The pupils were dilated with 2.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride and 1% atropine. Following baseline ERG, the retina was examined before injection using a planoconavex contact lens and operating microscope. A 30 gauge needle was introduced into the vitreous cavity 2 mm posterior to the nasal limbus and under direct vision with the contact lens, the needle tip (bevel anterior) was positioned just above the retinal surface 1.5 disc diameters below the inferior edge of the optic disc. A volume of 0.1 ml of the test solution was then administered. The needle was held in place for 10–15 seconds after injection before withdrawing to prevent reflex from the entry site. The central retinal artery was observed to be patent after each injection. The fellow eye of each animal was used as a control and injected with 0.1 ml of BSS. Chloramphenicol ointment 1% (Chirosig, Sigma Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Victoria, Australia) was applied to the eyes immediately after surgery.

A total of 35 New Zealand White rabbits weighing 2–4 kg, were used in this study. To establish the dose levels to be tested for the main study a pilot study using 13 of the rabbits was conducted and the tenecteplase was diluted in sterile balanced salt solution (BSS; Cytosol Ophthalmics Inc, Lenoir, USA) to give doses of 25, 50, 100, 200, 250, and 350 μg. As part of this pilot study, vehicle equivalents of all these tenecteplase doses were also prepared as previous work has established that the toxicity of tPA is caused by the vehicle.

After the dose levels had been established, the main study was performed using tenecteplase doses of 50, 150, 200, and 250 μg. In all, 22 rabbits were used for this study, six being used for 50 μg and 250 μg and five being used for 150 μg and 200 μg.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The tenecteplase used in this study was the commercially available preparation and was donated by the manufacturer (Metalyse; Boehringer Ingelheim, NSW, Australia). The undiluted drug after reconstitution had a concentration of 5 mg/mL. To establish the toxicity profile of the vehicle, a stock solution was prepared consisting of L-arginine (52.2 mg/ml), polysorbate 20 (0.4 mg/ml), and phosphoric acid 85% (16 mg/ml) (product information, Boehringer Ingelheim). As the stability of cryopreserved solutions of tenecteplase has not been established, the drug was freshly reconstituted and diluted to the appropriate concentration each time surgery was performed.
Clinical follow up
All the eyes were examined by slit lamp biomicroscopy, and indirect ophthalmoscopy 1 day, 1 week, and 2 months post-injection. ERG and intraocular pressure measurement (Tonopen, Mentor Ophthalmics, MA, USA) were also recorded at each examination.

Electroretinography
Photopic ERG recording was carried out on anaesthetised rabbits using a Nicolet Compact Four electroretinography suite and Ganzfeld stimulation (Nicolet Biomedical Instruments, WI, USA) with background light set to level 2. The reference electrodes were made of silver wires electroplated with chloride. The electrodes were threaded into the scalp and lateral canthus of the rabbit head.

The corneal electrode was a contact lens electrode (ERG-jet, Universa sa, Switzerland). Amplifier bandpass was 1–1000 Hz, and the stimulus interval was 0.9 seconds. Each reported ERG is the average of 32 consecutive flashes. Using four increasing stimulus intensities of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.50 log units, four averaged ERGs were recorded for each eye at every time point. Data were recorded at four time points; immediately before the injection of tenecteplase, then 1 day, 1 week, and 2 months after the injection. B-wave amplitude was measured from the A-wave trough for each recording (fig 1).

Histology
After final examination by ophthalmoscopy and electroretinography, the animals were killed with lethal injection of pentobarbitone and the eyes enucleated. Each eye had a small slit made in the region of the pars plana and was immediately placed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. After 30 minutes the anterior segment was removed. Three days later, the eye cup was vertically bisected. One half was dehydrated in graded series of ethanol and processed in paraffin (Paramat) (BDH, England). Several pieces of tissue from the other half, approximately 2×3 mm were excised from the optic disc, medullary ray, inferior and superior retina, and from the cornea and processed for epoxy resin (Durpan ACM, Fluka AG, Switzerland). The pieces were first post-fixed in osmium tetroxide, then dehydrated in graded series of ethanol, infiltrated with and embedded in epoxy resin. Sections of 4 μm paraffin and 1 μm epoxy were cut and stained. Paraffin sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin, and epoxy sections with toluidine blue for light microscopic examination.

Statistics
Statistical analysis of intraocular pressure and ERG data was performed using paired t test. B-wave amplitudes of different time points after tenecteplase administration were expressed as a percentage of that before tenecteplase administration to minimise the effect of inter-animal variation. Statistical significance was determined as p value equal to or less than 0.05.

All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with the animal experimentation ethics committee of the University of Western Australia.

RESULTS
Clinical follow up
Tenecteplase and control eyes injections
None of the 35 control eyes injected with 0.1 ml BSS developed posterior segment inflammation or damage. Two of the control eyes had mild anterior chamber activity on day 1, which settled after 1 week.

The eye injected with 25 μg tenecteplase showed no sign of anterior or posterior chamber inflammation. Of the eight eyes injected with 50 μg, one eye was excluded because of retinal touch during injection. One of the remaining eyes had a hypopyon and mild vitritis on day 1 which resolved after a week, and was thought to be the result of iatrogenic lens touch. Another eye had a mild vitritis on day 1 which again had resolved by 1 week. The remaining five eyes injected with 50 μg tenecteplase showed no evidence of anterior or posterior chamber inflammation. The eye injected with 100 μg tenecteplase showed no signs of anterior or posterior chamber inflammation.

None of the five eyes injected with 150 μg tenecteplase showed any sign of anterior or posterior chamber inflammation. One of the eyes had a preretinal haemorrhage inferior to the disc at day 1 but this was resolved at 1 week.

Four of six eyes injected with 200 μg showed moderate vitritis at day 1. Of these four eyes, two eyes progressed to tractional retinal detachment and in one eye areas of retinal atrophy developed inferior and superior to the optic disc. The third eye with initial vitritis had normal fundal examination at 2 months. One eye was ophthalmoscopically normal at all examinations and one rabbit died before the 2 month follow up. There was no anterior chamber inflammation visible in any of the eyes.
The most severe toxicity was seen ophthalmoscopically in the eyes injected with 250 and 350 µg tenecteplase. All of the eyes developed vitritis at day 1. Four of the eyes also had fibrous vitreal condensations and two eyes had areas of retinal oedema. At 1 week, four eyes progressed to traction retinal detachments and three had areas of retinal necrosis. The remainder had fibrous vitreal bands. At 2 months the areas of tractional retinal detachment had increased, one eye had also developed an area of retinal atrophy, two eyes had areas of retinal necrosis, and four had fibrous traction within the vitreous.

In the eyes with retinal pathology, the area affected to the greatest extent was around the site of injection—that is, inferior to the optic disc.

Vehicle injections
The eyes injected with the vehicle equivalent of the doses above showed no anterior or posterior chamber reaction at doses up to 100 µg equivalent. The 200 µg dose initially showed no sign of inflammation but at the 2 month follow up, vitreal fibrosis and an area of retinal atrophy were apparent inferior to the optic disc. With the 250 µg and 350 µg doses, vitritis was present from day 1 and both eyes developed tractional retinal detachments at 2 months.

Intraocular pressure
There was no statistical difference in intraocular pressures between control eyes and eyes receiving injections of tenecteplase at any of the doses tested (table 1).

Electroretinography
Before injection the average B-wave amplitude was 158 (8.1) µV at 0.5 log stimulus intensity; 167 (8.6) µV at 0.75 log; 177 (9.1) µV at 1.0 log; and 190 (9.5) µV at 1.5 log stimulus intensities. There was no significant reduction in B-wave amplitude with 50 µg tenecteplase (p>0.2) (table 2). At 150 µg tenecteplase, however, there was a drop in B-wave amplitude to 75.6% of original value by day 1 (p<0.01). The drop was even more severe at higher doses of 200 and 250 µg where only 51% and 39.6% of the original B-wave amplitude was seen 1 day after injection (p<0.01) (fig 2). Although this drop recovered by 1 week in the 150 µg group, only partial recovery was seen in the 200 µg group to 68% (p<0.01) by 2 months, and no recovery was seen in the 250 µg group (40.1% of original B-wave amplitude at 2 months, p<0.01). Regarding the doses of tenecteplase with limited data points and the eyes tested with vehicle equivalent doses, B-wave amplitude showed no reduction at 25 µg but at doses of 100 µg and above, there was a dose dependent reduction in amplitude.

Histology
Light microscopic examination correlated to ophthalmoscopic and electroretinographic findings and revealed the presence of visible damage to the retina with higher doses (200 and 250 µg) of tenecteplase. In most of these eyes, damage was predominantly in the inferior retina, medullary ray, and optic disc. The eyes that received 25, 50 (fig 3A), 100 µg tenecteplase and 25, 50, and 100 µg vehicle were indistinguishable from their respective control eyes, which appeared normal. The retinæ of all these eyes had healthy looking cells in well organised layers.

However, in the eyes that received 150 µg tenecteplase, minor changes in the inner nuclear layer were observed. Slight swelling of some cells close to the outer plexiform layer was seen (fig 3B). Other layers of the retina appeared normal.

In the eyes that received 200 µg tenecteplase, significant retinal damage was seen in most regions of the inferior retina in all the animals. In the affected areas the retina had lost most of its layered structure and was reduced in thickness. The inner limiting membrane was intact. However, the inner nuclear layer had undergone post-necrotic changes resulting in atrophy of its cells. Vacuoles were also present. Photoreceptor cells had also atrophied and outer and inner segments were absent. Pigment epithelial cells appeared lean and scantly with loss or reduction of its lipid globules (fig 3C).

All the eyes that received 250 µg tenecteplase (fig 3D) showed more severe damage than those eyes that received 200 µg tenecteplase. Post-necrotic atrophy of retinal layers causing extreme reduction in thickness with infiltration of chronic inflammatory cells were noted. The changes were seen in most areas of the inferior retina. In these areas, although the inner limiting membrane was intact, large number of red blood cells and chronic inflammatory cells were present in the vitreous. The cells in the different layers of the retina were greatly reduced with a loss of inner and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenecteplase dose (µg)</th>
<th>Mean IOP (SE) (mm Hg), post injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.03 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>14.57 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>11.00 (2.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.50 (1.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>14.00 (2.93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Ophthalmoscopic, electroretinographic, and histological findings with increasing doses of intravitreal tenecteplase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenecteplase dose (µg)</th>
<th>Ophthalmoscopy</th>
<th>ERG B-wave amplitude</th>
<th>Retinal histology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>TRD(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 (n = 7)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>No reduction</td>
<td>Transitory reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 (n = 5)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>No reduction</td>
<td>Transitory reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 (n = 5)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>No reduction</td>
<td>Transitory reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (n = 7)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>No reduction</td>
<td>Transitory reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRD = tractional retinal detachment; RA = retinal atrophy; RN = retinal necrosis; VF = vitreal fibrosis.
outer retina including rod inner and outer segments and vacuoles were present. The lamellar architecture of the retina was completely destroyed and replaced by glial cell proliferation. Chronic inflammatory cells in the retina were also seen. Pigment epithelial cells had shrunk or extruded lipid globules vacuolation and appeared to be undergoing necrosis. The most severe cases were in the eyes that received the 250 mg and 350 mg vehicle, in which there was full thickness necrosis with the loss of most of the retina except for a remnant thin strand of cells.

**DISCUSSION**

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) has been widely used in the treatment of acute myocardial infarction but because of the short half life of tPA its administration requires a bolus injection followed by a two step 90 minute infusion.7 Newer thrombolytic agents such as tenecteplase have been developed to improve on the characteristics of tPA by substituting three single amino acids at the T, N, and K domains.10 This has resulted in a compound with a longer half life in the systemic circulation (18 minutes compared to 4 minutes) enabling bolus administration, potentially improving the lytic rate by exposing the clot to a rapid high concentration of enzyme.7 10 11 Tenecteplase also has 14 times the fibrin specificity of tPA, which theoretically improves potency and allows enzymatic activity to occur preferentially at the clot rather than in the peripheral circulation reducing the risk of systemic fibrinolysis.7 10 11 Tenecteplase is also 80 times more resistant to inactivation by plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), an enzyme secreted by platelets that inhibits thrombolytics.7 10 11

In the field of ophthalmology, tPA has various indications for use, the most common being displacement of submacular haemorrhage. Given the potential advantages of tenecteplase over tPA, tenecteplase may have greater efficacy in the management of this condition and also in the management of central retinal vein occlusion. However, the retinal toxicity profile of tenecteplase needs to be established. The toxicity of tPA has previously been studied in the rabbit and cat8 9 12 13 and established that evidence of retinal toxicity occurred with intravitreal doses greater than or equal to 50 mg. Thus, our data suggest that tenecteplase is less toxic to the rabbit eye than tPA. In human eyes, a dose of 25–50 µg has been commonly used clinically7 12 13 14 but exudative retinal detachment has occurred with a dose of 100 µg11 and fundus pigmentary change with a dose of 33 µg.15 The toxicity of tPA is thought to be due to the L-arginine component of the vehicle as vehicle equivalents of the tPA doses used in the above work caused identical retinal toxicity.8 Further evidence comes from a study of intravitreal injections of aztreonam (also containing L-arginine in the vehicle), which showed almost equivalent retinal damage when a vehicle equivalent to the aztreonam dose was injected.16 Our study has demonstrated no signs of tenecteplase induced retinal toxicity at intravitreal doses up to and including 50 µg.

There was no sign of tenecteplase induced toxicity in fundus appearance at tenecteplase doses up to 150 µg. However, the ERG showed transient suppression at this dose at day 1 post-treatment. Histopathological examination revealed minor changes in the inner nuclear layer mainly in the cells close to the outer plexiform layer.

![Figure 2](image-url)
At a dose of 200 mg tenecteplase, significant reductions of B-wave amplitude were noted and histopathological examination revealed significant retinal damage in most regions of the inferior retina in all eyes. There was necrosis of pigment epithelial and retinal cells, post-necrotic atrophy of cells causing thinning of the retina, and gliosis. Despite these ERG and histopathological findings, some eyes displayed no ophthalmoscopic evidence of retinal toxicity.

With tenecteplase doses of 250 and 350 mg the ophthalmoscopic evidence of retinal damage was more severe with the majority of the inferior retina being affected. This was confirmed histopathologically, with damage occurring distant to the site of injection and also on ERG with the greatest reductions in B-wave amplitude being in this group.

Although the vehicle components for commercially available tPA are similar to that of tenecteplase, the concentration is significantly different. A vial containing 10 mg tPA contains 348 mg of L-arginine—that is, 34.8 mg L-arginine/1.0 mg tPA, whereas a vial containing 40 mg of tenecteplase has 417.6 mg of L-arginine—that is, 10.44 mg L-arginine/1.0 mg tenecteplase (product information, Boehringer Ingelheim). Thus for equivalent doses, tenecteplase has less than one third of the L-arginine content than with tPA. We found that the toxicity profile of the vehicle alone was identical to the equivalent tenecteplase dose. This gives further evidence that the retinal toxicity of these compounds is primarily caused by the vehicle.

Although we have found that 50 mg tenecteplase injected intravitreally causes no evidence of retinal toxicity, it should be noted that our study was performed on phakic rabbits with formed vitreous. The rabbit retina is predominantly avascular and the vitreous volume is smaller than that of humans, so it is difficult to extrapolate these results for tenecteplase use in humans. The structurally similar tPA however has shown the same toxicity profile in cats and rabbits, despite the cat having a larger vitreous volume and a vascularised retina and the use of intravitreal and subretinal tPA at 50 μg/0.1 ml has shown no signs of toxicity in humans. Given that tenecteplase contains less L-arginine dose for dose compared with tPA and has the same molecular weight, one would expect that 50 mg tenecteplase would not cause retinal toxicity in humans.

Other unanswered questions at present are whether the theoretical advantages of tenecteplase over tPA translate into greater clinical efficacy in the resolution of submacular haemorrhage and whether its increased potency will cause problems such as increased rates of re-bleeding. In vitro studies showed a 7.5-fold increase in potency of tenecteplase

---

**Figure 3**  
(A) Light micrograph of a retina, 2 months after intravitreal injection of 50 μg tenecteplase in 0.1 ml balanced salt solution. Retinal architecture of all layers of the retina including rod outer (OS) and inner segments (IS), outer nuclear layer (ONL), inner nuclear layer (INL) and ganglion cell layer (GCL) appear to be normal (stained with toluidine blue, magnification, scale bar = 20 μm). (B) Light micrograph of a retina, 2 months after intravitreal injection of 150 μg tenecteplase in 0.1 ml balanced salt solution. Mild swelling of cells in the inner nuclear layer (INL) can be seen (arrow). Other layers of the retina appear to be normal (stained with toluidine blue, magnification, scale bar = 20 μm). (C) Light micrograph of a retina, 2 months after intravitreal injection of 200 μg tenecteplase in 0.1 ml balanced salt solution. Significant damage consisting of pigment epithelial cell necrosis (white arrow), post-necrotic atrophy of all layers of the neural retina including rod outer and inner segments, outer nuclear layer, inner nuclear layer and ganglion cell layer causing reduction in thickness. Vacuoles are also seen (*)(stained with toluidine blue, magnification, scale bar = 20 μm). (D) Light micrograph of a retina, 2 months after intravitreal injection of 250 μg tenecteplase in 0.1 ml balanced salt solution. Severe damage of the retina with pigment epithelial cell necrosis and localised proliferation (white arrow) with shrunk lipid globules (arrow) is seen. Post-necrotic atrophy of all layers of the neural retina including rod outer and inner segments outer nuclear layer, inner nuclear layer, and ganglion cell layer causing thinning and gliosis is also seen. Degenerated red blood cells (arrowhead) and a macrophage (open arrow) in the vitreous are present (stained with toluidine blue, magnification, scale bar = 10 μm).
compared with that of tPA with respect to lysis of whole blood clots in rabbit arterial venous shunts. Clinical studies showed no significant difference in coronary artery reperfusion rates of tenecteplase and tPA and a large multicentre trial (ASSENT-2) showed equivalence of tenecteplase and tPA in 30 day mortality rates in the treatment of acute myocardial infarction. Regarding the potential risk of re-bleeding, the ASSENT-2 trial found similar rates of intracranial haemorrhage and significantly less non-cerebral bleeding events in the tenecteplase group compared to tPA.

In summary, we have demonstrated that intravitreal injection of a novel fibrinolytic, tenecteplase, results in dose dependent retinal toxicity in phakic, non-vitrectomised rabbit eyes. There were no signs of retinal toxicity at doses up to and including 50 μg tenecteplase. Further work is under way to determine if tenecteplase has the potential for greater efficacy in the treatment of submacular haemorrhage and central retinal vein occlusion.
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